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appears fully developed in the Syntaxis of Ptolemy. The circumference of a circle, and with it the four right angles subtended by it at the centre, were divided into 360 parts (rfjLrjfjLara or fjioipai), as we should say degrees, each jj.otpa into 60 parts called (Trpoora) 'egrjKoo-Ta, (first) sixtieths or 'minutes (Ae7rra),each of these again into 60 Sevrcpa egrjKoorTa, seconds, and so on. In like manner, the diameter of the circle was divided into 120 Ty^/mra, segments, and each of these segments was divided into sixtieths, each sixtieth again into sixty parts, and so on. Thus a convenient fractional system was available for arithmetical calculations in general; for the unit could be chosen at will, and any mixed number could be expressed as so many of those units plus so many of the fractions which we should represent by -£q , so many of those which we should write (^o)2> Orb™)3? and so on to any extent. The units, r/Mrj/jLara or poipai. (the latter often denoted by the abbreviation /*°), were written first, with the ordinary numeral representing the number of them; then came a simple numeral with one accent representing that number of first sixtieths, or minutes, then a numeral with two accents representing that number of second sixtieths, or seconds, and so on. Thus /*° /? = 2°, fjioipw fJ.£ /*£' /' = 47° 42' 40". Similarly, r/x^aro)^ ££ 8' ve" = 67'& 4' 55", where p denotes the segment (of the diameter). Where there was no unit, or no number of sixtieths, second sixtieths, &c., the symbol 0, signifying ovSefjiia fioTpa, ovSzv tgrjKoo-rov, and the like, was used; thus /xoipcoj/ 0 a' P" O'" = 0°!' 2"0'". The system is parallel to our system of decimal fractions, with the difference that the submultiple is ^ instead of TV; nor is it much less easy to work with, while it furnishes a very speedy way of approximating to the values of quantities not expressible in whole numbers. For example, in his Table of Chords, Ptolemy says that the chord subtending an angle of 120° at the centre is (r/jirjfj.dT<x)i>) py vt kj" or 103^ 55' 23"; this is equivalent (since the radius of the circle is 60 r/z^ara) to saying that
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^3 = 1 +--): +    '    + ,._, and this works out to 1-7320509..., 60      60^      60
which is correct to the seventh decimal place, and exceeds the true value by 0*00000003 only.

